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Managing Time 

Time management is a common problem for many online students. It can be hard to push yourself to 

study and get homework done when there aren't classmates around you doing the same. Your professor 

is well aware you may have a job and family members competing for your time as well. You should not 

assume, however, this entitles you to miss deadlines, to ask for more time, or to not turn in 

assignments.  

Here are some tips that may help you manage your time online: 

1. Plan and Prioritize: For each course, you should plan to spend approximately 3 hours for every

credit hour taken. This is a standard figure recommended across the board by American universities. So 

for one course you should expect to spend:  

3 hours of class time + 9 hours of study and prep time = 12 hours per week.  

As an online student, most of your class activities can be done at the time of your choosing, but you'll do 

yourself a favor if you stick to a fairly strict schedule. One way to stop yourself from procrastinating is to 

set aside specific hours for your online class every single day. Be sure to check in regularly to view 

announcements and emails from your professor or group members.  

2. Use Various Study Strategies: Since online classes will likely only engage your visual and

auditory senses, it is up to you to devise creative ways to use your other senses for learning. Studies 

have also shown that one of the most effective ways to cement something in your own memory is to 

teach it to someone else. Have a friend listen while you explain something you've learned, and you 

multiply your chance of remembering it later.  

3. Facebook Your Friends Later: When you set a schedule for your online class, make sure that

this is actually college time, not computer time. Ban yourself from social networking sites such as 

Facebook when you're supposed to be working. If you intend to spend a long time working online, you 

can reward yourself with little breaks every few hours, but otherwise stick to only using the computer 

for activities related to your classes.  
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4. Cramming Rarely Works: Cramming might help you do well on a test, but it won't help you 

retain knowledge or perform well in the long run. Consistency and habitual studying are much more 

effective than large infusions of knowledge the night before a big test. 

 

5. Ask for Help: Most professors are more than happy to help students who feel confused or are 

struggling in the class. Most professors, however, won't go out of their way to ask you if you need help.  

 

 

6. Set Your Own Deadlines: Make your own deadline for finishing online work a few days before 

the professor's due date. By sandbagging your deadlines this way, you help yourself account for 

unexpected incursions on your time.  

 

7. Meeting Deadlines: You should never wait until the last minute to try to submit an assignment 

or take a test. Moodle is set up to be strict with due dates--so it will "close" submission areas or make 

things "unavailable" once a deadline is past. If your paper is due by 11 pm—it’s best to be at least a 

couple of hours early just in case you experience technical issues.  

 

8. Invest in a Laptop and/or Mobile Device: You don't need your own laptop or tablet to 

take courses online, but having one means that you can make good use of time that would typically be 

lost commuting to a computer lab or waiting for an available computer.  

 

9. Save All Your Work: Make sure to save all your projects on your computer and back them up on 

a jump drive or cloud storage site. It’s better to take the time to save and save again than to have to 

replace a lost or corrupted file. 

 

 


